A
B&B
BEDROOM ARTWORK OPEN CALL
SUMMARY
Art Bed and Breakfast (A B&B CIC) is seeking proposals from Blackpool, Wyre & Fylde based artists
for the presentation of artwork within 2 bedrooms (1 family room and 1 bunk room).
Art B&B is an ambitious reimagining of a disused hotel on Blackpool's world-famous promenade.
The completely refurbished B&B, incorporating as many artist commissions as possible into the
fabric and operation of the building, will re-open as a fully functioning hotel on a permanent basis
for staying guests and local user groups – like an art centre but in a B&B! The project is being
created by Art B&B CIC and all profits will be re-invested in further art commissioning, a creative
training and development programme and community projects.
For: Blackpool, Wyre & Fylde based artists who work across 2D mediums: photography, printmaking, mixed media and painting. Proposed artwork can be existing or new.
Location: The former Ocean Hotel, 182 North Promenade, Blackpool FY1 3DG
Commission Budget: £1000 per bedroom. Inclusive of all fees, materials and installation costs.
APPLICATION PROCESS
Information Required: 1. A proposal, including a description, images/sketches and dimensions of
the artwork (2 A4 pages max). 2. Your CV & a couple paragraphs about you and your work. 3. Up
to three examples of relevant previous projects 4. Budget breakdown.
Selection Panel: Michael Trainor (Project Director, A B&B), Joon Lynn Goh (Arts Commissioner, A
B&B), Laura Jamieson (Creative Engagement Manager, Leftcoast), Paulette Brien (Curator, Grundy
Art Gallery) and Thomas Dukes (Curator, Open Eye Gallery). Panel members will make a final
selection based on the Application Brief below, including the quality and feasibility of the work
and its synergies with the overall ambitions of A B&B.
Key dates:
1. Submission deadline 13 Mar 2019, 10am.
2. Selection Panel: 19 Mar (Artists informed by 29 Mar)
3. Installation of artwork June-July 2019
4. A B&B opens August 2019
Contact Details: To submit your proposal or discuss this brief further, please contact:
Joon Lynn GOH – A B&B Art Commissioner, Phase 2, joonlynngoh@gmail.com
This Brief includes:
1. Background & Context
2. Application Brief

3. Anticipated A B&B Guests
4. Room Dimensions
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1. BACKGROUND & CONTEXT
A B&B
A B&B is Community Interest Company renovating a double fronted Victorian B&B on Blackpool’s
world-famous promenade, commissioning artists to repurpose the hospitality experience for
visiting guests and local user groups. Building work begun in October 2018 and we expect to open
our doors in August 2019. When completed, A B&B will function as both a fully operational hotel
and a small-scale arts venue, re-investing its profits into the development of local artists and the
development of A B&B as a hub for Blackpool’s creatives and community groups. A B&B aims to
act as a significant new landmark for the quintessential seaside town of Blackpool whose ambition
is to act as a national beacon for the best of popular culture. The Art B&B project was the winner
of the Clore Duffield Foundation 50th anniversary prize, and is supported by LeftCoast, Arts Council
England, Power to Change, The Coastal Communities Fund, The Tudor Trust, Unlimited and the
Clore Duffield Foundation. www.abandb.co.uk

About The Property
A B&B is located on the North Promenade, facing the sea, amongst a small cluster of residential
and business terrace properties, at the starting point of the famous Blackpool Illuminations. It’s
façade and internal configuration are uniquely symmetrical with an original central division wall
running through the interior and staircases that mirror each other from when it once stood as two
properties. A B&B will have 19 rooms; the majority being double rooms with a few family & group
rooms. A B&B is located in the cultural cluster of Blackpool, which includes the Grundy Art Gallery,
Grand Theatre, Blackpool Tower and Winter Gardens. The front is part of Blackpool’s iconic
commercial seafront visitor attractions whilst the rear is only 100m away from the Grundy gallery
and the town centre and the residential communities it serves – A B&B’s location was deliberately
selected to bridge these 2 worlds.
2. APPLICATION BRIEF
We are to seeking Blackpool, Wyre & Fylde based artists who can respond to the following –
Aesthetic and practical considerations:
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Artforms: Artists can propose work across any 2D medium, including photography, printmaking, mixed media and painting. Artists can propose either an existing or new work.
Artwork Placement: Artists are to consider the placement of their artwork/s primarily on the
wall space/s of either i) A family room (approx. 4767mm x 2816mm) or ii) A bunk room
(approx. 3581 x 2431mm) see room plans below
Contemporary: In terms of subject matter and approach, we are not specifically interested in
creating a heritage experience of Blackpool but rather interested in how contemporary
practices can create new connections/resonances with Blackpool’s histories and futures.
Audience profile: Artists should consider their artwork within a bedroom as an augmentation
of the creative experience of guests staying at A B&B, who may or may not be used to
experiencing contemporary art.
Safety and maintenance: The chosen artworks will be installed on a semi-permenant basis,
for a duration of up to 5 years. Artists must consider that bedrooms will be in use on a regular
basis (by either families or individuals) and any materials installed must be safe and durable
for up to 5 years. Any daily maintenance of the artwork/installation needs to be manageable
for hotel staff and artists will be expected to provide a Maintenance Guide.
Fit up and Decor: Each bedroom will have all basic requirements of a hotel room including an
en-suite bathroom, furniture, bedding and lighting. Artists will be able to liaise with an
bedroom stylist to inform the interior design of the room.
Time frame: Artists will need to be available for planning and risk assessments in April-May
2019, and ready to install their artworks in June-July 2019.
Proposals: If you have already applied for past A B&B opportunities with a proposal that has
not been taken forward, we welcome you to apply with a new proposal, responding to the
current application brief.

The overall environment of A B&B
•
•

•

•

Welcoming: A B&B needs to welcome a variety of local and inter/national guests and users,
where friendliness, quality and comfort is prioritised.
Game changing: many Blackpool residents want a space that reflects a more diverse offer for
those who live, work and visit Blackpool; something that local people can feel proud of, show
off to their friends and family and something that enhances their day-to-day experience
The Future, not the passé: there are many heyday stories and archive materials in relation to
Blackpool, however it is also a town whose motto stands as ‘progress’. We are not necessarily
looking to create a heritage experience but seek to explore the town’s future.
Baseline Palette/materials: A simple baseline palette is being used to platform the diverse
array of installations, interior design elements and artist bedrooms. The entire hotel is being
stripped out and refurbished retaining only a few key architectural details – it will have a crisp
contemporary feel as backdrop to commissioned art works and interior design elements. All
bedroom walls will be re-plastered and painted in white, ready for an additional colour
scheme. Bedroom floors will be carpeted in grey.

3. ANTICIPATED A B&B GUESTS
Staying at A B&B: There will be accommodation for some families and larger shared room for
groups, but we anticipate a majority of younger guests (18-50) as singles or couples with an
average room rate of £70 per night. Anticipated guests include:
•
•
•
•
•

Arts/Design Audience – specifically interested in A B&B’s art offer, travelling via train.
Destination Travellers – who have read about A B&B in travel/tourism press and make a
special trip
Blackpool visitors – people coming to Blackpool already and need a place to stay
Weekend trippers – interested in Blackpool and having a cultural experience, includes cultural
tourists who may be visiting other cultural venues/heritage/theatres etc.
Conference attendees – either small conferences and seminars taking place in A B&B or
people attending large conferences and events in the town – from political to pigeon to punk.

4. ROOM DIMENSIONS
Family Room, located on second Floor (measurements in mm)

Ceiling height 2520mm

Bunk Room, located on second Floor (measurements in mm)

Ceiling height 2420mm

